DDM 2018.09: Full Enhancements List
Highlighted sections have their own videos. Please click on enhancement reference number to view in YouTube.
Release

En Number

Description

Notes

2018.09 PSE-182

The Solid Edge Ribbon bar to be properly
grouped and laid out.

2018.09 PSE-228

Support for Solid Edge 2019.

Support implemented for Solid Edge 2019 Note: Remember to 'Reconfigure CAD Support' when
switching DDM support to a new CAD release.

2018.09 PS-411

Action Server functionality to generate
neutral files for SolidWorks

Action Server and Client can now be configured to auto create SolidWorks neutral file formats
on the server. Requires SolidWorks license on server or Action Client machine. Can be set to run
between time periods.

2018.09 PS-426

Directory Import tool - If using part auto
numbering, drawing numbers to match
associated part.

2018.09 DDMC-1852

Make certain folder attributes compulsory at
certain steps in a workflow.

2018.09 DDMC-1976

An option to disable certain users from
password expiry policies.

Fixes issue with 'Password Does Not Expire’ option against user accounts

2018.09 DDMC-2306

SQL Server DB security - Need to be able to
change the default password to a more
secure password.

Administrators can now define and set their own password for connection to the SQL database
and DDM File Servers rather than the fixed 'out of the box' password set on earlier DDM
releases.
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2018.09 DDMC-3482

DB security - to be able to reset the desmgr
database password.

Administrators can now define and set their own password for connection to the SQL database
and DDM File Servers rather than the fixed 'out of the box' password set on earlier DDM
releases.

2018.09 DDMC-4409

The option for comments to be compulsory
when sending a folder through a workflow.

Users comments that appear in notification emails and the audit trail can be set as compulsory
on specified steps in a workflow.

2018.09 DDMC-4568

When sending through a workflow, to be
able to choose which (possibly multiple) of
the receiving role members should be
notified.

To avoid email spamming, you can now select who should be notified via when sending a folder
to a new step in a workflow. Example is, you don't always want to email every user if a folder is
sent to group ownership.

2018.09 DDMC-4847

Reserve / Reference Manager used, when
reserving via AnyDocs save.

To provide more flexibility, the 'Reserve' button on the AnyDocs save dialogue Window now
calls the 'Reserve To' Manager allowing the user to select which folder the document should be
reserved to.

2018.09 DDMC-4859

In DDM Admin, to be able to Import / Export
Attribute Lookup values (CSV/XML)

An attribute's look up list can now be exported to Excel, this can now be imported ('paste') to
populate another attribute with the same look up values. In addition, the excel file can be
edited to modify the list prior to import.

2018.09 DDMC-4948

2.2.6.5 Additional option to specify who gets
email notification

To avoid email spamming, you can now select who should be notified via when sending a folder
to a new step in a workflow. Example is, you don't always want to email every user if a folder is
sent to group ownership.

2018.09 DDMC-5528

To be able to specify the auto-numbering
rule to be used when importing models.

2018.09 DDMC-5574

DDM Web - Dashboard - My Workflow
Decisions

My workflow decisions and Deputy decisions can now be accessed via the new DDM web
homepage Dashboard.
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2018.09 DDMC-5714

Poor WAN Performance Properties Links->Used On

Performance optimisation, specifically on wide area networks, where latency issues exist, no
change in functionality.

2018.09 DDMC-5777

New DDM Administration Page Attributes->
Parts & Assemblies

The DDM Administration 'Attributes/Parts & Assemblies' page has been migrated to the new
DDM Admin module.

2018.09 DDMC-5778

New DDM Administration Page Attributes->
Drawings

The DDM Administration 'Attributes/Drawings' page has been migrated to the new DDM Admin
module.

2018.09 DDMC-5779

New DDM Administration Page Attributes->
Documents

The DDM Administration 'Attributes/Documents' page has been migrated to the new DDM
Admin module.

2018.09 DDMC-5839

DDM Database Replication performance
improved, as current single-server method is
poor on long latency and hinders
collaborative working between sites.

Some customers with database replication were experiencing extremely slow replication cycles
(the time taken to update all databases). For one particular customer this reduced the cycle
time from around 26 minutes to around 3 minutes. Note: this is installation specific and not all
customers will see performance improvements as marked as this.

2018.09 DDMC-5964

Install for DDM Web Client, when run
manually or on separate server (e.g. DMZ)
should prompt for necessary server details
(defaulting to any details read from registry).

2018.09 DDMC-6004

With attributes locked to either Numbering
or Category, Single Save from CAD can
become very slow

2018.09 DDMC-6071

DDM Web - Upload - Document

In order to deliver the same functionality as the previous DDM Mobile web client, web users
can now upload documents into an existing Folder or Divider in the new web client provided
they have the required access controls.
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2018.09 DDMC-6282

To include related folder and relevant
information in the EUM output

2018.09 DDMC-6417

Displaying audit history for a folder with a lot
of content takes a long time to display.

2018.09 DDMC-6428

Previously, the default creation of the desmgr account on the SQL server installation granted
Desmgr + DDM Replicator SQL account
full privileges to the account, over all aspects of the SQL server instance and databases it had
permissions need to be minimised and locked
access to. These permissions are now reduced to public access only, granting full permission
to the DDM DB.
only on the DesignDataManager database.

2018.09 DDMC-6431

"Document" action server conversion
expanded to documents that have been
converted to drawings.

2018.09 DDMC-6450

Restrict Dashboard Icons based for Team
Members at Login

2018.09 DDMC-6468

Poor WAN Performance - Logging in to DDM

Performance optimisation, specifically on wide area networks, where latency issues exist, no
change in functionality.

2018.09 DDMC-6469

Poor WAN performance - Displaying folder
properties

Improved performance opening Folder Properties on a WAN, Wide Area Network. EG, With
120ms WAN latency, testing using database provided by a customer the time reduced from 65.2
seconds to 10.4 seconds.

2018.09 DDMC-6474

Displaying folder properties for a folder with
a large number of dividers, specific to the
individual folder, is very slow and requires
improvement.

Improved performance opening Folder Properties on a WAN, Wide Area Network. EG, with
120ms WAN latency, testing using database provided by a customer the time reduced from 65.2
seconds to 10.4 seconds.

Performance optimisation - no change in functionality.

If a Document in DDM is converted to a Drawing type object (e.g., drawings created in MS
Word) the Action Server, if configured will now auto create a PDF.
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2018.09 DDMC-6498

The ability to assign group ownership on a
folder, in the same way as individual
ownership can be assigned within the owning
group. - Possible only if a folder is *not* in a
workflow.

2018.09 DDMC-6500

Additional Office formats added to action
server, such as .docm

We have included the .docm format to be included in the Action Server formats so PDF's are
automatically created. The long-term plan is to allow DDM Administrators to be able to specify
the included file types as long as the 3rd party PDF conversion tool (not supplied by CSI) can
support the format.

2018.09 DDMC-6503

When a folder is prevented from sending to
the next step in a workflow, because of
actions being at preventative states, the
message should read "<FOLDER_TYPE>
'<FOL_NAME>', '<FOL_DESC>' is at state
'<FOL_STATE>', preventing sending to this
step.”

The format of the error message has been improved.

2018.09 DDMC-6547

Web Upload documents should be added to
Users Recent Items

When a user or restricted user uploads a file using the new web client it will automatically be
added to their Recent list.

2018.09 DDMC-6548

Support for DDM Web Client in a DMZ.

The new DDM Web client can be installed in the DMZ area of a Firewall in order to improve
security in the open internet.

2018.09 DDMC-6571

The ability to store lookup attributes in a
separate table, which can then be accessed
by multiple item types.

An attribute can now point to another attribute's look up list and share the values defined on
that (remote) attribute. This means that only one list needs to be maintained across multiple
attributes.

2018.09 DDMC-6588

DDM Web - Dashboard - My Actions

Dashboard favourites have been added to DDM Web in line with the same favourites as DDM
Office.

The ability to ""Assign to"" Group and User on a folder, in the same way as individual ownership
can be assigned within the owning group. Only if a folder is not in a workflow.
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2018.09 DDMC-6592

DDM Web re-design card view and properties The card view for all items has been redesigned in the new web client to allow for a longer
page top section
description along the top row and more relevant attributes in the main display.

2018.09 DDMC-6608

DDM Web - Dashboard - Folder Actions

2018.09 DDMC-6612

DDM Web - Search dropdown, separate
Folders and Folder Actions with a line
between them.

2018.09 DDMC-6614

Update Web - folder properties page - Add
'Create new' and workflow icon to the
backbar

2018.09 DDMC-6615

DDM Web - In search results page (both
cardView and gridView) if there is no data
don’t show empty card or grid

2018.09 DDMC-6616

DDM Web - add ability to pin and un-pin
folders

Allow all users including restricted "Team member" users to pin and ink on folders in the new
web client. Access pinned folders via the homepage Dashboard.

DDM Web - License check for R/W functions

For any function that needs to write to the database that was not included in the previous Web
Client or Mobile Web client will require a license check. All new functions that write to the
database will grab a DDM Office license for a minimum of 15 minutes before it returns to the
license pool if no further write function is performed.

2018.09 DDMC-6620

New DDM Web client opening Dashboard now includes widgets to list, My Pinned Actions, My
Actions, My Group Actions and My Accountable Actions.
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2018.09 DDMC-6631

DDM Web - Folders/Actions Assign
Ownership / Return to Group

2018.09 DDMC-6657

DDM Web - Dashboard - Pinned Folders for
restricted users

Restricted Team Member web users can now pin and unpin folders. These can be accessed by
the Dashboard on the home screen.

2018.09 DDMC-6661

DDM Web - localise all new labels added in
DDM WEB

A full set of language files related to DDM Web are now available for localisation in the
following location: C:\DesignDataManager\DDM_WEB\DDMWeb\App_Data

2018.09 DDMC-6665

DDM Web - Modify search results footer to
be context sensitive

DDM Web will only show Download and Pin/Unpin options on the floating menu bar in the
footer depending on the search result object types.

2018.09 DDMC-6668

Emails to include the email template
configuration name as well as the internal
vault filename, when viewing source.

Ability to see the email template name if you view the source of an email. This makes it easier
for the DDM administrator to identify the correct email template in the admin tool if they want
to edit the format. The name is added to the top of the page under the header section.
Example; <!-- Template filename: \EmailTemplates\E04C69E3-4BBB-4ABF-98B4AE5AC9BEA570.EMAIL_TEMPLATE_HTML.6 (WorkflowNotification-StepRecipients-Step.html) ->

2018.09 DDMC-6676

DDM Web - Change Workflow action page to
popup

2018.09 DDMC-6682

DDM Web - add pin/unpin to card view
burger menu and remove download PDF for
folders.

2018.09 DDMC-6692

Get all contents (Item types) for current
divider and all sub dividers.

The ability to Pin and Unpin folders in DDM web has been added to the Card View Mini Burger
menu and view PDF menu option has been removed as Folders/Actions do not have a PDF
Preview.
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2018.09 DDMC-6700

Right-click menu for Actions updated to
include Pin/Unpin options on search results
and folder properties - actions tab.

2018.09 DDMC-6704

To be able to modify the default password on
file servers.

2018.09 DDMC-6722

DDM Web - add workflow button to cardview
burger menu

2018.09 DDMC-6724

The separate prompts and options for 'Assign
To' and 'Workflow / Send Folder To' (for
folders not in a formal workflow) to be
merged to a single Assign To prompt,
allowing both user and group assignment.

2018.09 DDMC-6726

DDM Web - Sort search results date for
Dashboard Action type search

2018.09 DDMC-6736

Custom workflow xml file to be formatted
with indentation to make it easier to read
and edit manually.

2018.09 DDMC-6739

DDM Web - get rid of all alert pop up
messages saying something has successfully
done.

Administrators can now define and set their own password for connection to the SQL database
and DDM File Servers rather than the fixed 'out of the box' password set on earlier DDM
releases.
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2018.09 DDMC-6740

Localise all the new static labels and texts
added recently to web client

2018.09 DDMC-6741

To be able to set the default group owner of
actions, when automatically created at steps
in workflow.

2018.09 DDMC-6743

DDM Web - add license check to 'Assign to' &
'Return to Group'

2018.09 DDMC-6744

DDM Web - Card view - move the select
checkbox to the bottom right corner

2018.09 DDMC-6745

In DDM Admin, when importing a custom
workflow xml file, the file to be verified as
well formed and for missing tags, etc.

2018.09 DDMC-6748

Right-click menu options for Folder Actions
(in search results or Folder Properties Actions tab) should always include the
'Assign To' option as well as 'Workflow'
option.

To be able to set the default group owner of actions, when automatically created at steps in
workflow Rather than being owned by the Owner Group of the parent Folder. This enables the
ability to assign to different Groups and Users.
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